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Greater Cement Hill

Neighborhood Association

Remember to
Renew Your
Membership

WINTER 2017 NEWSLETTER
www.gchna.com
A Word From The New
GCHNA President
Uli Paulin
There is good news about the state
of GCHNA. For a brief moment it
looked like we may not have the
resources to fill the most important
roles for our organization in order
for us to continue.Then, Susan

Another Wonderful
Neighborhood Picnic
By Ellen Hagan
In September the back deck at Chris
Owen’s house was packed with about
70 Cement Hill folks for the annual
Neighborhood Picnic. I saw smiling
faces and animated talk - people
happy to see one another. The
food was delicious and the program
informative. Eve Collins has made a
video which is available at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_
gq5CtkcqA.
Eve Collins, Carl Plaza,Terry Wagner,
Debbie Wandro, and myself are the
picnic committee and have many
people to thank. I apologize in
advance to anyone I’ve inadvertently

left out. Thank you, Chris Owen,
for letting us use your home and for
being a perfect emcee. Flour Garden
again donated the delicious cake we
serve as dessert. We thank Eileen
Jorgensen, Beth Enoch, Spencer Le
Gate, Joanne Brown, and Ryan Owen
for helping set up and all those people
who stayed after and helped stack
tables and chairs for pickup. Our
dessert crew was Eileen Jorgensen
and the Jacobson’s granddaughter
Isa. Peter Van Zant loaned us the
microphone system.
We appreciate the participation by
our speakers. Joanne Drummond,
Executive Director of the Firesafe
Council, spoke about the importance
of ingress and egress for fire fighting
Picnic Continued on page 2
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GCHNA Mission - To protect and preserve the rural qualities of our neighborhood by providing a forum for group action as needed.

Picnic From page 1
equipment. We should make it easy
for the fire department to get to our
property. The drought and bark
beetles have severely compromised
forest health. Thinning is one of the
best things homeowners can do to
protect their trees. The timing of
cutting is important. Plan the work
for this winter. Nevada County has
declared a State of Emergency in our
county which means more funds
will be available for forest clean up.
$250,000 has been made available
from the fire tax collected. Carl Plaza
was recognized for his efforts in
putting up the Fire Danger signs along
the road.
Nancy Weber, our NID representative,
explained that there is enough water
in storage for 2017 unless the state
takes some away. NID is exploring the
benefits and costs of the Centennial
Dam on the Bear River.
Heidi Hall will begin her duties as the
new District 1 County Supervisor in
January. She’s particularly interested in
fire safety and continued coordination
on the homeless problem including
mental health, addiction, and poverty.
She’ll encourage an inclusive process
regarding cannabis regulation and
hopes our county will be in line
with state law. She supports the arts
and local food accessibility. She’s
supportive of walking trails in the
community.
Carolyn Sherwood who lives on
Applewood Lane won the door prize
and will receive $250 worth of weedeating from Luna’s Landscaping.
Thank you to all who attended the
picnic and to those who are active in
support of GCHNA’s efforts.
See you at next year’s picnic!
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Uli Paulin Continued from page 1
Wiesner was willing to step into the
role of Treasurer, which she has filled
so competently in the past.Together
with Susan and our Secretary, Ellen
Hagan, I felt comfortable to become
President of GCHNA. Susan, Ellen
and I are looking forward to working
together as the new team of officers,
supporting and being supported by
the well-tuned steering committee and
you, the membership.
To our benefit, there are many
dedicated individuals on our various
committees. The last picnic was a
great success and included a chance
to meet our new Supervisor, Heidi
Hall. Our fire-wise efforts make us
safer and some of us benefit from
better insurance rates as a result.
Members receive a significant benefit
from our arrangement with Ferrellgas,
both on the price of propane and the
tank rental. A lot of work goes into our
newsletter to keep us up to date on
what’s important to the neighborhood.
So much has been achieved by
GCHNA and is worth preserving and
building upon over time.
Some issues need to be addressed
and we would like to thank our last
Treasurer, Joanne Brown, for her
work, research and analysis. For
2017 we plan to align our processes
and procedures more closely with
the existing by-laws, particularly
the formalities of holding annual
meetings and elections of the steering
committee.This organization serves
you, the members.The steering
committee meetings are open to all,
so please use that opportunity to
contribute. We are always looking for
neighborhood representatives and
steering committee members at large.
Check out the newsletter for specifics.
Where the bylaws are outdated or

do not reflect the realities of the
organization, we will suggest to
the membership to revise them
accordingly. It will be as transparent
a process as possible and please
support this effort in 2017. We also
are in the process of buying liability
insurance for board and officers to
make sure that those who stick out
their necks for the greater good of the
neighborhood do not need to worry
about taking personal risks.
I feel that with renewed momentum
we are in a good place to set new
strategic goals. Larry Dulmage and
others have suggested improvements
to Cement Hill Road for walking and
biking. Come to the February 2017
meeting to hear more. And thanks
to William Mandel who signed up
to ensure our online presence is
attractive and up to date.
For those who don’t know me, a few
words about my personal background:
After finishing college in Germany I
moved to San Francisco in the 1980s
to start a career in technology. By the
late 1990s I had learned to visit the
Sierras frequently and when a friend
introduced me to Nevada City it was
love at first sight. Sounds familiar?
The escrow on my place closed in
January 2000 and I moved here fulltime in 2005. I still travel to Europe
every year to visit with my family and
friends. Some of you have met them
on their travels to the US. As of late
I’ve discovered Baja California as a
regular winter destination. But home
is right here and there’s no place like
home...
Have a great Holiday Season and
thanks to all our neighbors who make
this such a great place to live.

Mark Your Calendars!

Beth on Fire

Note the change in meeting place!

By Beth Enoch

2017 GCHNA Steering
Committee Meetings

Fire Insurance

All meetings are at 7:00pm. This year,
the first 4 meetings (through August
7) will be held at the Community
Room at the Madelyn Helling Library
at the Rood Center off Hwy 49 in
Nevada City. We’ll announce the
location of the last 2 meetings in the
next newsletter.
Monday, February 6

“...insurance not renewed due to
“wildfire exposure”.... I dropped the
letter, not believing our fire insurance
could be cancelled without notice on
our new house with cement siding,
a composite roof, closed soffits, no
skylights, a fire suppression system,
a 100’ of clearance on all sides of the
house, a propane tank more than 30’
from the house and a pressurized fire
hydrant at the end of our driveway!

Monday, April 3
Monday, June 12
Monday August 7
Monday, September 11

Ferrellgas Contract
Renewed
GCHNA members value the significant
discount we receive on propane
because of the arrangement we have
with Ferrellgas. Thank you
Ferrellgas and Andy Fellman for
continuing to provide this benefit.
Thank you to Marty Pezzaglia for
negotiating the contract for us.

Luckily, I found an insurer willing to
issue a policy on the house with the
above features, also within 5 miles of a
manned fire station and on a road that
allows two fire trucks to pass each
other, thankfully. If there is a take away
from my journey, it is that we need
to continue our efforts as respectful
community members to thin trees,
clear out the ladder fuels, utilize the
chipping program offered through
Firesafe, and support the efforts of
Sierra Stream and their new grant
reducing fuels in Hirschman Pond to
not only keep us safe but keep up our
property values. If new buyers cannot
get insurance, we are all negatively
impacted.

Firewise Community
Renewal

Monday, November 6
We welcome all members and
prospective members. Don’t forget
that GCHNA needs new people on
the Steering Committee. Several
people have expressed an interest in a
walking path along Cement Hill Road.
At this time we have no committee
to explore the issue. Anyone want to
take this on?

requiring the homeowner to pick
up the balance of coverage on the
home, or Lloyd’s of London, expensive
alternatives.

By Beth Enoch

Beth Enoch

We always felt comforted in thinking
that the Hartford will not drop
clients who signed up through AARP.
Apparently, the small loophole of
“wildfire exposure” trumped all the
fire prevention techniques we had
employed, sending me off onto a
frantic journey trying to find someone
to write a policy on our house.
The Hartford, like other companies,
had decided that the risk factor
was too high in our area, confirmed
by satellite technology, and that
underwriters would not write
policies.They recommended
contacting California Fair Plan, which
only covers the fire component,

The Greater Cement Hill
Neighborhood is one of 18
communities in Nevada County which
have Firewise status under National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA). We
were recently commemorated for our
5th year demonstrating a measurable
level of effort per capita for reducing
wildfire risk.
Our Firesafe expenditure in 2015
was $24,479. Our contribution for
2016 was $54,010, with $9,804 from
the chipping program and private
homeowners clearing respective
properties totaling $32,481.The
additional monies came from Scotch
Broom pulls, educational outreach,
and our annual picnic.
Many thanks to the fourteen
homeowners, Country Circle
Private Road Association, Indian
Firewise continued page 4
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Firewise from page 3
Trail homeowners, and the CalFire
Washington Crew who all paid for
tree trimming, weed eating and
brush clearing, contributing to our
goal of living in a safer community.
We are also grateful for continuing
service provided by the Nevada
County Firesafe Council.
Please continue to use the GCHNA
website, gchna.com, to provide us
with data on what measures you
have taken to make your property
more fire safe.Thanks again to the
14 homeowners who submitted
their data in 2016. If you prefer,

Unprecedented Tree
Mortality in California
By Beth Enoch
The current level of dead trees in
California’s forests is beyond what
we’ve ever seen. In 2014, there
were about three million dead trees.
Last year that number jumped to
twenty-nine million.The latest survey
found sixty-six million dead trees.
With the expected loss of 50% of
some of our Sierra forests from tree
mortality, we have an opportunity and
obligation based on the best scientific
knowledge.
What can we do besides cutting down
the dead trees and planting new ones?
We need to take into account the new
and expected forest conditions for the
future.
More widely spaced trees will
decrease competition for water
and help larger trees avoid stress.
Ponderosa forests of old were
described as park-like with large trees
spaced far apart (3 per acre). Consider
thinning your forest stands now in
winter during the bark beetles’ less
active time.
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you can contact me, Beth Enoch, at 
enochclan@gmail.com. Please provide
your name, street, project work done,
hours worked or monies paid.

Newsletter Tip
Emergency personnel have a difficult
time finding you at night if your
address sign is not reflective.The
signs provided by Firesafe for $35.
are all weather, UV resistant metal
with numbers printed on both sides.
These signs are compliant with 2016
California Fire Code requirements.
Holes are predrilled for easy
recommended mounting so to be
visible from either approach to your
home from the roadway.

Remove dead trees and chip. Modify
vegetation at least 100 feet from
structures.
Thin tree stands as if you needed to
drive a wagon through your property.
Plant disease and drought tolerant
native species.
Consider ordering a yard waste
container from Waste Management for
$5.31 a month (or $5.50 for a larger
container) for disposal of leaves, pine
needles, and thinning every other
week. Neighborhoods can order up
larger containers for neighborhood
cleanups.

Diversify your property by species,
age, size, spacing and drought tolerant
heterogeneous forests to deter
bark beetle. If replanting look at
predictions for your area and choose
seed stock accordingly, knowing
that aquifers will decrease as climate
change progresses.
Ponderosa, Jeffrey, and Pinyon pines
are most impacted by bark beetle
but many have just died from lack of
water. Other conifer species like white
and red fir, as well as cedar and oak,
are heavily impacted by the drought.
The chips from a bark beetle infested
tree are safe to use as mulch because
the chipper kills the beetles and
smaller pieces of wood are less
of a fire hazard while helping to
retain moisture. But remember to be
Firesafe---no more that 3 inches of
chipped bark or needles allowed. If
we don’t get adequate rainfall, trees
can be watered at the dripline in early
spring, a preventative measure, but
not in summer.
So, what can you do right now to
reduce risk for beetle damage and fire
hazard?

1909 Tree Coverage.

1997 Tree Coverage. A healthy forest should have 60
trees per acre. Many of our forests today are choked
with young trees.

Bob Britts - New Steering
Committee Member
I have
become
involved
with
GCHNA
over the
past year
and am
especially interested in
how the
drought has affected Nevada County.
I’ve researched how stressed trees
become victims of beetle damage and
result in fire damage. I’ve taken down
15 Pine trees and 5 Oak trees due to
Bark Beetles and 5 Cedar trees due to
aphids and molds.
Here is a bit about me. I am currently
working from home as an Int’l New
Business Development Consultant
specializing in Allergy Diagnosis and
Treatment options. I work with U.S.
and International Allergists, allergen
extract manufacturers and distributors.
I was the Sales Manager for TriContinent Scientific Inc. here in Grass Valley in 1994 when Hitachi Chemical
Diagnostics acquired TriContinent . I
moved over to Hitachi’s Allergy testing instrumentation as their Pacific
Rim and Latin American Sales Manager.
Found the science and business fascinating, loved the international travel
and the contacts I met.
My wife Edy and I grew up in Menlo
Park near Stanford University. She
earned her BS and MS in nursing at
UCSF, I received a BA in International
Business & Finance at S.F. State University. I joined the Navy Flight program in 1965, flew armed helicopter
gunships supporting the SEAL teams
in Vietnam 1967-68. Continued ac-

tive duty until 1970, married in 1972,
while I was flying for the Navy Reserves at Alameda Naval Air Station.
I tried the downtown S.F. business
world for several years but missed full
time flying and the international Life.
1973 – 1980 I flew large 22 passenger
helicopters to the offshore oil exploration drilling ships and rigs, living in
Malaysia, Scotland, London and Norway. In 1975, Edy’s parents retired on
Augustine Road, Nevada City. We loved
NC, purchased property on Sunrock
Road, built the house, I continued
commuting every 9 days to Norway.
Our son Austin was born in Grass Valley in 1981.
1980 – 1982: Int’l Operations Manager
with Erickson Lumber & Aircrane
Company managing their new helicopter logging project in Indonesia.
1982 – 1987: Operations Manager, a
startup oilfield services company in
Lafayette, Louisiana. I was acceptable
because I was from California a “neutral state” and not a northern state. Sad
but true. VP of Western Hemisphere
Operations, moved to Houston.
1987: Didn’t like Houston or the next
stop at headquarters in Connecticut.
Returned to Nevada City. I enjoyed a
ten year career with Hitachi/TriContinent and, flying private planes from
Nevada County airport.
1995: We and several families started
Samba Indoor Soccer Arena in Grass
Valley in 1995, sold it to the manager.
Celebrated 20 years of operation in
2015. I coached and refereed soccer,
the referee instructor, Gold country
Soccer for 15 years. I enjoy playing
tennis, golf, skiing and hiking.

Greetings Natural
History Enthusiasts!
Are you fascinated by the ecology of
the Sierra Nevada foothills? Would
you like to learn more about the natural history of our home that shows the
inner workings of our place? If so we
have just the program for you!
Sierra Streams Institute is excited to
announce that enrollment for the
2017 California Naturalist Course is
now open! This is an adult UC accredited course that runs from March
8th through May 17th, 2017 with
weekly classes and 4 half-day field
trips throughout the course. If you
are interested in learning more about
our local Sierra Nevada ecology and
natural history or want to take an active role in natural resource stewardship in your community – this is the
course for you! Classes are will be
held at Sierra Streams headquarters
in Nevada City. For more information
view our flyer or go to our website
at www.cnssi.wordpress.com.
Give yourself or a loved one an unforgettable natural history experience for
the holidays (just make sure to check
with them first as it is a significant
time commitment)!
Join us!
The Sierra Streams California Naturalist Team,
Kelly, Sol, and Chloe
Email us at cnssi@sierrastreams.org.

Bob
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2017 GCHNA Membership Renewal Notice
A brand new year! It’s 2017!! Time to renew your GCHNA membership.Thank you for your support this last year and we hope
you continue with us in 2017. Renewal of your GCHNA membership is due February 1st with a grace period until May 1st..
This year included our wonderful annual neighborhood family picnic and our information packed newsletter that is a source of
pride for us.The Ferrellgas propane contract, available to our membership, is the envy of many. Steering Committee meetings
held bi-monthly avail everyone the opportunity for a voice in the community. To renew or join, please fill out the membership
form in this newsletter or use the form available on our website – www.gchna.com – and mail it with your check for $20 to
GCHNA, P.O. Box 1343, Nevada City, CA 95959.Thank you again so much for your support and we hope you will continue
supporting your neighborhood association in 2017.
Richard & Catherine Alderman
Sallee Allen
Ron & Judy Anderson
Joseph & Frances Aragona
Chip & Peggy Arenchild
Ed Arnott
Marty Austin
Wallace & Marilyn Bair
Luci Baker
Christy Barden
Jeff & Gina Barton
Mike & Jane Betts
Ken & Laura Bigham
Malaika, Gordon, Amari & Oriah Bishop
Steven Blonstein & Ashley Porath
Sharon Boivin
Anna Bousouris
Molly Breen & Mike McRae
Brian & Jennifer Breiling
Bob & Edy Britts
Michael Brook & Cathy Blake
Ken and Joanne Brown
Elke & Alastair Brown
Gary & Margaret Brown
Ed & Ardine Browning
Willie & Sue Brusin
Hamilton Bryan II
Brian & Ruthanne Buckley
Mike, Karen, Shannon & Amber Busse
Jon Byerrum & Holly Hermansen
Linda Byrne
Jill Caruthers & Jon Fox
Laird & Mary Caruthers
Denis & Jennifer Cebollero
Ernest & Linda Chiappari
John & Lisa Christensen
Gordon & Jeanette Clark
George Cloud
Martha & Jeff Coleman-Hunt
Doug & Eve Collins
Barry R. & Jacque Collins
Diana Cooley & Similoni Filikitonga
Chuck & Lorry Coovert
William & Susan Copeland
Diana Coronel
Robert Crawford
Dale Tom & Sandy Creighton
Ralph & Lisa Cutter
Richard & Joan Davis
Babette Donaldson
Larry & Mary Anne Dulmage
Tom Dunham & Terri Beedle
Carl Eckardt & Priscilla Rose-Eckardt
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Stephen & Deborah Edwards
William & Shirley-Mae Elliot
Don & Elizabeth Enoch
Myles & Colleen Ericson
Greg & Susan Fenner
Mark & Delora Ferry
Diane Fetterly
Dawa & Martin Fitzmaurice
Jack & Patti Foster
Gary & Cathy Fouyer
Amy & Brendan Fowler
Kate Frame
Frank & Fran Francis
Terry & Midge Gallagher
Jack & Libbie Garrett
Richard Geroux
Mike & Barbara Getz
Dave Giguere
Gary Goerz
Jeff & Anna Gold
Henry Goodman & Susan Jakubik
Clark & Fran Gordon
Harold & Patricia Graves
Bill & Linda Greig
George Grist & Patricia O’Connor
Tim & Ellen Hagan
Alan Haight & Jo McProud
Greg & Nicolette Hansen
Pat & Shaun Havard
Larry Heiniemi & Carolyn Sherwood
Howard & Jill Hersh
Richard & Susanne Hinman
Lita Holleman
Bill Holman
Bob & Cindy Hren
Terry & Courtney Hundemer
Dale & Diane Jacobson
Betty Johnson
Blane & Linda Johnson
Steven Jones & Liz Meyers
Brett & Louis Jones & Barbara Hall
Paul & Eileen Jorgensen
Ronna Lee Joseph-Murray & Tim Murray
Kevin & Ricki Kartes
Richard Katz & Patricia Kaminski
Jim Keem
James Kelleher & Terri Schwaderer
Julia Kelliher
Tom & Kathleen Kelly
Al & Pat Kennerley
Patrick Kleinhammer & Kimberly Shepard
Karen Kline & Becky Smith
Ginger Konvalin

Ronald & Melanie Kuhnel
Dennis Kurlander
David Kyle & Patt Lind-Kyle
Suesan & Jeff Larsen
Spencer P. Le Gate
David Lee & Sassi LaMuth
Stan & Donna Levin
Steve & Sheryl Levy
David & Lorraine Livingston
Art Lynn
Margaret Austin & William Mandel
Susan and Jim Marks
Frank & Sue Marshall
Tom & Sue Mason
Dennis & Penny Matthews
Chuck Mattison
Gardiner McCauley
Rod & Marjorie McConnell
Helen McDonald
Julie & Jay McEnroe
Don McIntyre, Gail O’Malley
Tom & Cara Meinholz
James & Sherry Miller
Carla Woodside & Doug Mitchell
John Morales
Roger Morrison & Nancy Herrick
Joan Regal & Steve Myers
LaVeta Nevius
Bill & Chris Newsom
Sergio & Lisa Nunez de Arco
R. Dean Nyberg & Patricia A. Exley
Jim & Janice O’Brien
Derek and Maureen Olsen
Chris, Kyle and Ryan Owen
David Painter & Sharon Winegar
Laura, Bill & Zephyr Pappani
Jay Patt
John Paul
Uli Paulin
Nancy Paulson
Floyd & Joy Perry-Thistle
Michael & Donna Peterson
Marty Pezzaglia
Carl & Joyce Plaza
Miguel Polchowski
Randi Pratini
Terry & Robin Prechter
Saul & Elena Rayo
George & Jo Ann Rebane
Christina Reski & Robert Ruschke
Lowell & Diane Robertson
Dee & Dan Rodriguez
Gabriel Ross & Claire Leve

Karen Rynberg
Shelley Salvatore or Eligio Salvatore
Chuck & Janice Schretenthaler
David Schwendeman & Leslie Edwards
Tim & Candace Segale
Richard & Cherie Simpson
Lew Sitzer
Carson & Miriam Skaggs
Glenn Smith
Ernie & Jenene Sowell
Lisa Stine
Tom Stone
Norman & Beverly Stout
Joel & Rita Sweet
Steve & Edyann Switzer
Arlene Douglas
Michael Taylor
Richard & Theresa Thomas
Randy & Nahid Thompson
Jeffrey & Sue Thomsen
Marilyn Rohrbacher & Jim Thornton
John & Bonnie Torres
Robert Trent
Paul & Mary Trethewey
Patrick & Gerry Tribble
Dennis & Yuko Tucker
Donna Uran
Michael & Nikki Vasquez
Cheryl & Ted Vrakas
Patrick & Theresa Wagner
Jack & Debbie Wandro
Don & Louise Warner
Alan Weisberg & Susan Gregory Steve Danner
Karen Weislo & Jack & Michele White
Kevin & Sharon Whitlock
Ted Smith & Susan Wiesner
Lee Williams
Robert & Susan Willour
Stu & Vera Wright
David & Joyce Yaksick
David & Shirley Yeager
Kirsten Young & Jonathan Robinson
Daniela Zvonarova & Kent Smith

Join GCHNA or Renew Your Membership
If you haven’t joined or renewed your membership to GCHNA, we hope you will do so now.
Here’s my $20 GCHNA membership fee for 2017. Enclosed is a check made out to GCHNA.
NAME(s) _____________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE _______________________________ FAX __________________________________
EMAIL _____________________________________________________________________________
Mail check & form to: GCHNA, PO Box 1343, Nevada City, CA 95959 ■ I would like to become involved. Please contact me.

✄

GCHNA Neighborhood Representatives

West End Cement Hill

Lower Cement Hill Road

West end of Cement Hill Road, including Sunshadow
Circle, Cedar Song Road, and Garesio Ranch Road.
Ellen Hagan,Tim Hagan, (ellenhagan@oro.net) 265-9746

Lower Cement Hill Road, including West Piper, Deer
Crest, Rancheria Court, Red Hill Road, Foster Driveway,
Picton, Picton Way, and Foster Road. Open

Applewood Lane

Indian Flat Road

Applewood Lane, including Indian Shack Road.
Larry Heiniemi, (lheiniemi@gmail.com) 478-0298

Gochine Drive
Gochine, including Mt. Auburn Circle.
Carl Plaza, (plaza@ncws.com) 478-1802

Upper Cement Hill
Upper Cement Hill Road, including Pine Tree Place,
Diamond Oak Drive, Bodie Ridge Road, Skyranch Road,
and Elysian Way.
Willie Brusin, (wbrusin@att.net) 265-4018

Sunrock Road
Susan Wiesner: (sawiesner@gmail.com), 265-4824

Augustine Road / Excelsior Ditch Camp Road
Augustine Road, including Daisy Blue Mine, Leisure Lane,
Lazy Oaks Drive, and Excelsior Ditch.
Marty Pezzaglia, (martypezzaglia@spiralemail.com) 2653288

Crystal View Heights
Crystal View, including Golden Oaks.“open”

Central Cement Hill Road
Central Cement Hill Road, including Whispering Oaks,
Merryhill Way, Gold Court, Spanish Quartz, Ragon Road,
and Fox Hill Road to Central Cement Hill area.
Patt Lind-Kyle (patt@lindandkyle.com) 478-9622

Indian Flat Road, including Indian Trails, Country Circle,
Woods Ravine Ct. and Robinson King Road.
Terry Wagner (twags40@hotmail.com) 470-9206

Southside Cement Hill
Highway 49, including Columbine Court, Delphine Lane,
Shoshoni Trail, Old Faithful Court, Carli Way, Crooked
Arrow Lane, John Barleycorn Rd., Frost Court and
Cavanaugh Lane.
Debbie Wandro (1starrydeborah@att.net) 478-1498

Wet Hill Road
Wet Hill Road, including Sierra Springs Circle, Lower
North Bloomfield Road, and Elliot Way.
Nancy Paulson, (nanpaulson@sbcglobal.net) 265-5919

Airport Road
Airport Road, including Tower Hill Road, West Airport
Road, East Piper Lane, and Sheriff Road. Open

At Large
Eve Collins, (collins@theunion.net) 265-6540
Bill Holman (bholman@succeed.net) 265-8387
Uli Paulin, (uli@ulipaulin.com) 265-4194
Bob Britts (bob.britts@att.net) 265-319
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WINTER 2017 NEWSLETTER
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Who to Contact...
Membership Information
Eve Collins – 265-6540
Ferrellgas Information
Customer Service – 265-5896
ferrellgas.com
The Fire Safe Council
Joanne Drummond - 272-1122
www.areyoufiresafe.com
FONA Web Site
www.fona-nevco.org
The Cement Hill CFD Guide Booklet
is now on the District’s website at the
following link.
<http://nidwater.com/cement-hillproject/cement-hill-cfd-projectdocuments/>http://nidwater.com/
cement-hill-project/cement-hill-cfdproject-documents/
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GCHNA Mission Statement

Membership Guidelines

The Greater Cement Hill
Neighborhood Association is
chartered to:

Fiscal Period is
January 1st – December 31st

■ Protect and preserve the rural
qualities of our neighborhood by
providing a forum for group action
as needed.
■ Communicate information quickly
and efficiently about matters of
neighborhood interest to its
members and associates.
■ Raise funds and supply volunteer
labor for projects that enhance or
improve our neighborhood.
■ Be an organization through which
our neighbors can meet and get to
know each other in meetings and
social gatherings.

Membership Dues due by
February 1st Grace period to May 1st
Anyone may join anytime during the
year but will have to negotiate with
Ferrellgas if joining after May 1st.

Newsletter Contributors

Editor: Ellen Hagan
Design & Layout: Bill Holman
Copy Editor: Eve Collins.
And a big thanks to all
our writers and photographers.

